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ABSTRACT

In this article we will talk about the background of zero-knowledge proof. Also we will introduce into motivation and historical notes.

BACKGROUND

This chapter connotes in details the concept of zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP), an interactive proof protocol in which a prover tries to convince a verifier of the existence of a proof but reveals nothing about it to the verifier. The motivation behind the creation of ZKP is the notion of proof which is also basis to people in general. Then, this part explains about interactive proof systems itself before further describes about ZKP and its variants that consists of perfect, statistical and computation zero-knowledge. Lastly, it introduces Feige-Fiat-Shamir identification scheme, the best known ZKP of identity that is lightweight and faster than public-key protocol such as RSA. It is hoped that this chapter can give a better understanding on topic of ZKP towards the reader. (Rosen, 2006)

Zero knowledge proofs were invented by Goldwasser, Micali and Rackoff in 82 (the paper appeared in FOCS 85). Zero-knowledge proofs (and interactive proofs in general, also introduced in that paper) turned out to be one of concepts in computer science, with applications